
Student Photo & 
Video Release

__________________________________(NAME), herein referred to as Student, grants unlimited right to use the 

Student’s recorded image, voice, name, etc. and testament to SAE Institute, its agents or employees, herein 

referred to as Producer, of photography and video.

Student acknowledges, in exchange the opportunity to possibly appear or participate in a Producer project, 

which I agree is legally valid consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, that:

1. Producer shall be entitled to use Student’s image, voice, name, tags, alias, or brand, and such will be 

recorded by various mechanical and electrical means of all descriptions (such recordings, any piece 

thereof, the contents therein and all reproductions thereof, along with the utilization of my name, shall 

be collectively referred to herein as the “Released Subject Matter”) in connection with advertising and 

promotion of SAE Institute or its assignees throughout the world, in any media deemed appropriate 

by Producer. Student hereby freely and without restraint consent to and give unto the Producer and 

its agents or assigns or anyone authorized by the Producer, (collectively referred to herein as the 

“Producer”) the unrestrained right in perpetuity to own, utilize, or alter the Released Subject Matter, 

in any manner the Producers may see fit and for any purpose whatsoever, all of the foregoing to be 

without limitation of any kind. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Student hereby authorizes 

the Producer and grants unto them the unrestrained rights to utilize the Released Subject Matter in 

connection with the Producer’s advertising, publicity, public displays, and exhibitions. Student hereby 

stipulates that the Released Subject Matter is the property of the Producer to do with as it will. 

2. Producer’s use of Student’s recorded image or name, voice, etc. shall not give Student any intellectual 

property right, title, or other ownership interest, including copyright and trademark rights, in and to 

any Released Subject Matter in which the recorded image or other matter is used, and Student hereby 

waives to the fullest extent that s/he may lawfully do so, any causes of action in law or equity s/he may 

have or may hereafter acquire against the Producer or any of them for libel, slander, invasion of privacy, 

copyright or trademark violation, right of publicity, or false light arising out of or in connection with the 

utilization by the Producer or another of the Released Subject Matter. 

3. Producer may incorporate Student’s recorded image in any manner Producer, in its sole discretion, 

deems appropriate. Student expressly waives any and all right to complain regarding the format, quality, 

length, and/or other aspect of the display of the Student’s recorded image; 
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Dated:

Name:

Signature:
if Student is under 18, Parent/Guardian signature required

Address:

Phone:

Social Media information  (optional)

Instagram:

Soundcloud:

Twitter:

Snapchat:

Facebook:

4. Student waives rights to publicity s/he may have regarding any and all use of the recorded image by 

Producer; 

5. Student release shall be interpreted pursuant to the laws of the United States and the State of New York. 

6. It is Student’s intention that the above-mentioned consideration represents the sole compensation that s/

he is entitled to receive in connection with any and all usages of the Released Subject Matter. I expressly 

stipulate that the Producer may utilize the Released Subject Matter or not as they choose in their sole 

discretion without affecting the validity of this Release. 

7. Severability. Should it be determined by a court that any term of this RELEASE is unenforceable, that term 

shall be deemed to be deleted. However, the validity and enforceability of the remaining terms shall not 

be affected by the deletion of the unenforceable term(s). 

8. I hereby certify that I am over the age of eighteen, and that I have read, understood, and agreed to the 

foregoing. If under the age of 18, strike or line through the above sentence, and have parents or guardian 

sign below, as well as Student’s signature.


